USE THIS INSTALLATION PROCEDURE WHEN SLOPE IS 3:12 OR GREATER, REGARDLESS WHETHER ENGLERT H/T UNDERLAYERMENT IS OVER ENTIRE ROOF OR ONLY ALONG PERIMETERS.

WHEN SLOPE IS LESS THAN 3:12, CONSULT ENGLERT TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT.

1) PLACE ONE 36" WIDE PIECE OF UNDERLAYERMENT DOWN MIDDLE OF VALLEY WITH 18" OF COVERAGE ON EACH SIDE.

2) CUT ONE 36" WIDE PIECE IN HALF TO CREATE 18" STRIPS.

3) PLACE ONE 18" STRIP ON EACH SIDE OF VALLEY AS SHOWN. SHINGLE LAP UNDERLAYERMENT BY 6" MINIMUM. MAXIMIZE VALLEY COVERAGE.

4) WHEN NECESSARY, END LAP UNDERLAYERMENT BY 6" MINIMUM.